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SOLDIER'S fRADIO

A. OVERVIEW
The need has been established by the U.S. Army to provide

the future soldier with computing and communications
Capabilities. This will entail providing the individual soldier
w*ith a pocket-size computer as well as a communications device
for the transmission of both voice and data. These programs are
known as Soldier's Computer and Soldier's Radio, and will provide
a truly exciting opportunity for the. application of the latest in
technology.

This paper addresses the Soldier's Radio and many of the
unique constraints, issues, factrs, and opportunities that will
drive the design of this naw system.

B. OWJECTIVE
Nov is the tixe to influence the decisions and choices being

made for this new military communications system. Technical
input from industry, government, and academia is desired, avd is
the objective of this paper.

:. BACKGROUND
The Soldier's Radio ESRJ is defined as a short range

voice/data communications device for the individual soldier.
"t's primary use is by individuals in squads or small units, but
may also be used to interconnect into local and wide area
networks. It will be tightly integrated with the Soldier's
Computer, which will bt a pocket-size processor with a
helmet-mounted display, hand held input device, plus a host of
other peripheral devices including as Global Positioning
Systen(GPS), digital compass, medical sensors, embedded training,
digital maps, etc.

D. MULTI-MEDIA COMMMUNCATIONS
Combining the capabilities of a computer with a data radio

will provide the soldier with "Multi-media Communications."
Various forms of co=munications (voice, voice-mail, e-mail,
video, etc.) could be selected depending on factors such as
available battery power, range, security, number of relays,
availability of receiving party, nature of. the message, and
available bandwidth.

F. SCHZDULZ AND ACOZITZON STRATEGY
Current plans call for the soldier's Radio to be fielded as

a subsystem of the The ZnhanmA Individual Soldier System(TEISS)
in 1999. A Xon-Developmental Item(PDI) acquisition strategy is
the only feasible approach for various reasons. Time does not
pezrit a full development cycle, funds may not be available for
the developfeft of a new radio, and cousercial technology is
advancing so rapidly that an uDI approach is the only way to keep
pace with technoloqy.

Si
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NMV.OP ARCMZTEE.?
Network architecture will be a critical consideration 4n

-Velopilnq the concept for the Soldier's Radio. The operation of
the SR can be partitioned into two areas. The architecture
required to provide intra-squad (soldier to soldier
:onnectivity), and the arcritecture required to provide
:ffnnectivity outside une unit (e.g., to upper and across
%chelons).

I. NTRA-SQUAD CONMECTrVITY
The basic radio ccmmunications architectures suitable for

:cnsideration for the SR intra-squad operations include the Net,
.tar, and Ring topologies.

The Net Topology, where everyone connects directly to
everyone else, is the preferred mode for today's organic Army
radio communications, because it is ideally matched to the needs
:f a military unit. The commander can talk directly to all
subordinates at the same time, thus any order given is instantly
z:ordinated. In the broadcast mode a net needs but one
.requency. This identifying frequency allows an outside user to
::ntact anyone inside that neot. The disadvantage is that an enemy
:an identify units by the frequency they use.

Another consideration of using the net topology concerns
zroadca*t v'v* us private (one-to-one) communications modes. The
:lassie net ýAes the broadcast mode. Privacy could be added by
use of enc:yption schemes. However, encryption inhibits the
instant cordinjtion capabilities of the net. In the case of data
transmission, headers can be used to assure that data messages
get to their intended destination, but the data transmission
protocol sust bo supportive of the existing classical net
comnunications discipline (listen for the net to be free of
traffic before tranmmitting).

The Star topology, where everyone connects directly to the
leader only (Star), is the classical approach utilized in wire
networks. Each member is connected to a central point which

'ypically serves as a switching center, connecting members to
aach other on demand. A radio basad star topology would operate
.n a similar fashion. However, the radio based star topology
seems to offer more disadvantages than advantages. The unit
leader is the center of the star and becomes the switching
center. Only one connection can be activated at any one time.
This is a cellular radio technique. Given the radio network is a
single frequency system the system is very inflexible. The systae
is also vulnerable to loss of the central point. The star
topology should not be considered as a potential solution to the
Soldier's Pad"o problem.

The ring topology, where everyoze connect to only two other
members, rWeat I g a ring, has one serims flaw. if one SR fails
or one coneion is broken, the network goes down. it would
also, waste power by relaying amesae.s many time ar-md the ring,
when a direct connection could be made.

7i
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2. EXTERNAL SQUAD CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity outside the unit can be achieved either by

permitting each user to have direct access to other nets or through a
central interface point.

In order for each SR to have direct contact with external units,
the SR must be able to switch to the operating frequency, contain the
appropriate protocols, and be in range of the adjacent unit.
Operationally the SR must also have permission to enter another
network. The integrated system control, e.g., the allocation of
frequencies, the control of security keys, the minimization of
traffic overload, the establishment of precedence, etc., becomes a
larq& operational task.

The problems of providing individual connectivity of the SR to
users outside its own network are substantially reduced if such
connectivity is provided through a central point, namely, the unit
leader. Doctrinally, the unit leader has command net connectivity
with his adjacent units and their echelon commander (they share the
same command net). Therefore he has the radio communications
hardware/software to receive and transmit ,the required messages
within that command net. If his unit is supplied with SRs, he will
also need KW/SW which provides him connectivity with those SRs.
Therefore, he will require two radio systems (can be in the same
box), or one that is programmable to operate in either of the two
echelons nets.

The benefits of the unit leader having a two radio net capability
are fourfold: a. The unit leaders system can act as a repeater which
provides connectivity from a given SR to or across echelons. b. The
unit leader has control of the information/data which is leaving and
entering his network. c. The architecture utilized vithin the SR
network can be developed independently of the radio systems utilized
in higher echelons. d. The design of the SR and its network can be
optimized operational, technically, and cost effectively, and any
technical and operational issues can be addressed almost independent
of the impact of the higher echelon radios.

4
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H.. rINORMATZON SECURITY
Inf•rmation security [INFOSEC) is the protection of

information against unauthorized disclosure, modification, or
destruction. It has three major components: Communications
security tCONSEC] which is used to encrypt information to deny
its authorized usei Transmission Security [TRANSEC] which is used
to protect radio frequency emissions from jamming or detection;
and Computer Security [COMPUSEC] which provides the means to
protect information being handled by computers.

The SR would have the responsibility for providing the COMSEC
and TRANSEC capabilities for the soldie.'*s system. The Soldier's
Computer would contain the required COMPVSEC.

1. OPERATIONAL FREQUENCY BANDS
Which frequency band should the Soldier's Radio operate in?

The choice of frequency band of operation depends on analysis of
a host of interrelationships between the various spect rum
alternatives and the Army's operational and organizational
requirements. Some of these are: propagation, radio density,
separation and replication of frequencies and nets, connectivity
requirements, throughput, voice/data requirements, compatibility,
range, cost, and NDI availability.

The lowest frequency bands have the best propagation
conditions and the largest ranges, but they also have severe
frequency congestion, require larger antennas, and are bandwidth
linited. The UHF and lower microwave frequency bands have
larger bandwidth capabilities, require small antennas, but are
limited to line-of-sight (LOS] propagation with some reduction in
range in dense forests. However this is also the band receiving
much attention in the commercial marXet where the needs for data
networking are driving t~ie development efforts. The Killimeter
wave band which provides very high bandwidth capability, has
received much interest by the military because of its covert
capabilities. The potential problems with MMX propagation are
foliage penetration, and range limitations during severe
precipitation. Laser communications is being pursued by
commercial interests and small efforts in DOD. Ultraviolet
transmission, under study by the Marine Corps and being tracked
by CECQM, is in the early stage of R&D and shows promise of
providing short range non-line-of sight covert connectivity
through an atmspheric scatter phenomena.
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-. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
A host of additional considerations are under evaluation by

the Army:
1. Voice and data contention: How do they share the same

channel? Should voice override data? Can voice be packetized
and interleaved? Should voice be limited to intra-squad
communications, with only data being permitted to interconnect
with other networks?

2. Full Duplex: How and at what cost can .this be achieved
for intra-squad communications. How can group conversation: be
achieved?

3. Position/Location: can the Soldier's Radio be used to
help determine the relative location of members of a squad.
Could directional antennas, signal strength, or signal delay, in
conjunction with Global Positioning System(GPS), pedozLeters, or
other devices be used to triangulate a soldier's position in
relation to other members of his squad.

4. Znternetworking: How will the Soldier's Radio interface
with wider area networks?

5. Protocols: New protocols will certainly need to be
developed that will address constraints such as power
conservation, rapidly changing Line-of-Siqht, voice/data
contention, etc.

S. Power Conservation: The weight and cost of batteries is
one of the most important factors of this system. What
techniques can be used to conserve power.

7. Retransmission Unit: Should unattended retransmission
units also be fielded? They could ewtend range, provide gateways
into other networks, save battezy power for the soldier, and
enhance connectivity where Line-Of-Sight is a problem.

*. Electronia Counter-Counteo-easures(ECCf): Choices of
ECCI include frequency hopping, spread spectrum, low probability
of intercept, etc.

9. Antenna: Where should it be placed on the Soldier?
10. Density of Radio: What happens when 10,000 soldier from

many different units assemble at an airfield and all want to use
their radios?

K. CONCLUSION
The Soldier's Radio is a new and exciting application of

communicationa technology. It holds the potential to
revolutionize tactical military doctrine, but only if the latest
in technology can effectively be integrated into a system that
will be light, affordable, and functional. Now is the time for
the with technical expertise in the many areas of
ca=nicatioms technology to influen* the decisions that are
being made on this system. Such input is welcome by the U.S.

"A=7- Arint. A:91dI
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SOLDIER COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS

James R. Schoening,
Electronics Engineer

AdVanced Systems Directorate
AMSEL-RD.AS-RA

CECOM , Fort Monmouth, NJ 07701
(908) 532-0118

I. SOLDIER C3  pocket computer. There are two types of head.

mounted displays:
Soldier Command, Control and Communications is an

umbrella program at the US Army Communications I. A heads-up display reflects its Image off goggles

Electronics Command, which includes various efforts or a faceshleld, which permits the soldier to look

relating to the electronics and Command, Control. and thraug. the computer Image and still see ;he real

Communications (C0) capabilities of the individual world. This has the advantage of not blocking any of

soldier. It is comprised of the Soldier's Computer and tMe forward vision of the Individual, but the

Soldiers Radio Programs. as well as a host of related disadvantages of being heavier, more expensive, and

concepts still under development, more confusing for the user.

2. An occluded display blocks a portion of the
II. 0OLDIE"S COMPUTER forward vision, but one could still drive a vehicle by

poftioning the device at a low angle, or work with:
The Soldiers Computer will consist of the following his hands by positioning the display at a higher angle.

components: Human facors tests need to be conducte to determine
tme user preference of these two types of displays.

The target weight of the basic processor, Including C OME= INPUT I=F
battery and basic peripherals Is 1 lb., for infantry
soldlers. The pmcrssor has not been chosen yet, but I. This could be a joystick or traba mounted to

some of ft maor trade-off will Inc•le capabty, the bt, 1to the poc"t compur, or hand-held.
weight, s and power consmption. Higher speed
m P•w can run better eoftwam and more 2. Voioe me lkn is another prim candidate for

peripherals. bA alo aommme moren powr, which an inft devic, boc•sme Ik would pemt handls-free
a dds h m0 W d V COIL f h vL It Is " th vo. reT ciftion will aways

need a ba~up Owlce.

The visua output devic COWl be mounted 10 tde 3. An in-fthe-e micrphonea Is currenly being
heftust or 0*ap, Mo t writ, or lo the back of the evaluatd by CECOM. This dovice Is leM obtrusve
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than a helmet-mounted boom micrOphone, and alsi squad leader the ability to See What his soldiers see.
cuts Out virtually all ambient noise, since it picks up
the vibrations of the users voice that travel througni
the bone structure of h~is head. Ill. SOLDIER'S RADIO

4. The future soldier will probably utilize asuite The Soldier's Radio will be a prrsoui
of input devices that he will choose based on his communications device which will transmit bc'
Particular task and situation. It Is predicted tha: voice and data. While its primary purpose will
some truly unique devices will find great utility for for communications within Small units, It will &I
military applications, have the capability to Interconnect with tte oth

data networks planned for the future battlefield. Tt
D. R=~QMnjj0 psAý IntemetworkIng will extend the range of the ral
Global Positioning System (GPS) devices are and Increase Its utilization. CECOM is curren
downsizing very rapidly and could provide a partial performing a study on the Soldier's Radio to ident
POS/NAV solution for the soldier. Additional concepts all of the technical &Wpoachesi which have poteNi
are also being considered such as pedometers, for meeting this requirerrivnt. As part of this stw4
minature accelerometers, and trianguiarion based on we will be working very closely with the U!
directional antennas and distance between Soldier's community to start trading off the adv~ratages i
Radios, disadvantages of each technical approach.

E. Beyond these batic components, there are While the aforamentionod study Is far from compial
numerous other peripheral devices that could be certain conclusions are beginning to crytyaftae. 11
integrated into the Sokoldes computer includinig: network architecure whithin squads wil likely be

Net Topolog, where each radio attempts to conN4
1. Medical sensors that could mon a sliler's directly to each other radio In the unit. This v
medical status In combat. The output could be fed provide the greatest chance of maintaining *qua
back to the soldier so that he could pace himself. as wide connectivity in varying terrain. conneetk
well as reported to) fte ch-ain of command so thtt each outside Mhe squad will probably be through a cent:
level of command could see a rofed-up summary of node, and may be limfted to dat arony. The 8olc4i
the medical status Of subordbimt units. Radio wIN probably end up being a card embeddedý

Ve Soldies Computer and not a stand alone ss
2. Audio sensors COul provide tMe solWe with Both the radio arid computer will certainly
situation awareness beyond his owni nitural acquired as a NoM-Ovellopmental Item (NDt), oe
cap's Utls. uuitai periermis such as mntemas may need to

developed by lieArmny.
3. Vldeo 'MOM.-y The sokldie could snap a
idti kmp~ whfr & cers or fl0tM vbkmo device =Mi The chaloo of a kcuwicy b@W ha not beemmdin4
trnsi it* 1111 bb sqUid keder. Ths Would 9ie fth will requre the conslderaton of many fac
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Including propagation, radio density, seParation and The soldier co~ '0.1$0 becme a source of battlefield
.replication of frequencies and nets, connectivity information. He could report enemy movements,
requirements, throughput, voice/data requirements, terran information, or other Iforms of data. He9 could
compatibilty, range, cost, and NDI availability. be a passive platform for vaijous sensors that would

collec and forward data without his knowledge. For
Also under study and not yet determined are the example, his audio sensor might sense an enemy
appropriate levels of Information Security helicopter that the soldier himself need not be
ý(INFOSEC), Communications Securtty (CCMSEC), concerned with.
Transmission Security (TRANSEC), and Comnputer
Security (COMPUSEC). This same information would both increase lethality

and decrease fratricide, It would also increase the
A host of additional considerations are under study speed at which irfantry squads could safely take new
including voice/data contention. full duplex ground.
operation. ifltern~stworking, new protocols. power
conservation techniques. unmanned retransmission B. WULT! 1DI6 MMM~LUNIC UI
units, Electronic Counter-Counlermeasures (EC CM), The current mode of communications ttithln tihe squad
antenna design and location on the soldlier, and the consists of voice and hand signals. The So!"ller's
problem of high densities of Soldier's Radios3 on the Computer and Radio will provide various other means
future battlefield. of comnmunications which will have advantages in

many situations

IV. APPILICATIONS OF SOLDIRP C3  Voice radio will permit soldiers to Wpend further
&part, while still retaining the ability to

The number of applications that can be derived from communicate and funoction as a team. Text memsgos
Soklder C3 are limited only bry one's Imagination, could be input Into Owe computer and then delivered
This section will cover some of these applications, by the network for later review. Voice mail will
with an emphasis o.n those users that relate to permit a verba message to be recorded and delivered
Command-on-the-Move. by the network. For preflormate mexsaes, such as

a call-for-fire report, the computer could fill In
A. 12Jjj~= SAMMany of fte blanks. W9Nta photographs witl permit
6Seelng the battlefield has always been vitally absokletoshow his cwnrmwxdsrwhhe an.
Important to all echelons of battlefield commandl.
Soldier 03 wiN permt OMe the indivkdua solider lo Each of tweo meom of cmmuINcN~aatIo has certain
view a map depictin nformatcn such as Wordly advaiwes basw on actor sWc as toe avaiab

AeM.Atsso bardwmdthýor ft "asobf Onrmat#WntOsIle.dbe
MOW*&er could View Uth ae Uma MPWhile recevng Ittramitted. LNMeaftlea oommunictlhm, at the
commands Or dhotAsn sthatgy and coul duo so adwismle, wNbt hn us close to ft ultimae po
while marchIng or r~hW in In W11o10d Vehcld, of a roaa-timo badelskieldinfomation systm.
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a. VEIU~ IPA would be to equip the soldier with the ability to take
Many mrilitary systems Such as tanks either have, or training when and where It Is needed. This embedded
will have, computerized battle stations, which should ulboaning has 'the potential to substantially increase a
work fine when the operator Is sitting right at them. soldier's 4virtualo knowledge.
A pocket computer will permit the soldier to move
away fromn his primary station and still maintain 3. Fire Control/Lethelity: The Soldier's

some level of Interaction with, the on-board Computer, in conjunotloti with a thermal Weapon
comouter. If for scme reason the soldier is cut off sight, could; aid the soldier In detection, acquisition,.
completely from the system, he cciald still retain recognition, and angagernent of enemy targets. FO, ire
sot-ap degreq of functionality. Improvements in lethaity may have less to do wit,"

the weapon and more to do with the computer
0. E wirsoftware.
Many soldiers enter into battle carrying large
amounts of Information In the form of paper-filled
notebooks and small manuals. This trend san only V. CONCLUSION
Increase as military warfare and equipment become
more complex, and as soldiers need to be prepared to U.S. aircraft, ships, and armored vehicles are the
deploy anywhere in the world. Electronic notebooks, best In the world, and are so to a large pant because of
similar to the palmtop computers coming on the their advanced electronics and 03 capabilities.
market, could be fiblded in the nexct few years and Advances In technology will now let us extend these
could pave the way ior the mare comples Soldier 03 capabilities to the individutil soldier. Let it be hoped
applications as discussad In fth pape'r. that the Solder System can commancV the attention

and the resources that wiN be needed to make this
E. ADMOA A SPotential a reality.

1. Electronic Technica Manuals: U.S. Army
policy already requires that technical manvals be
developed In olecronf-c format for now weapon
systems. This maintenowc softwaie could be run on
a belt-mounted coi~r~per with a -heaclmounted
display and voice-recognition fiput system, which
would provide the maitfnance isolder With a fuly
pomtble hids-free mfretmgl tool. This Is an
appkiation that octW be Waed withi 3-5 years.

2. Emfbedded T'iuning As 111 beattfiek! aw4 Its
sqtimon em 3 1'aeuW*yonpla, Wfo
of Vamtng soeuio -N bar nuubt. One uowunc

A�.1
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AMSEL-EA-PA 10 Sept 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR AMSEL-RD-AS-AP

SUBJECT: Clearance of Manuscript for Public Release #92-125A
Title: Soldiers Radio

1. The attached manuscript has iemn cleared by this office with
the foll-wing determinations

X a. No 4urther clearance is necessary unless substantial
changes/aeditional information is incorporated during future
revision.

b. Clearance of the paper for this o-casion aoes not
constitute approval for other pub:ications/presentations.
Requests for future dissemination must be submitted through the
Public Affairs O#flce for clearance.

c. Clearance of the abstract only. Clesrance o4 the
atstract does not constitute clearance of the comoleted paper-
wr-ich must be submitted through channels o the Public Affai-s
Office.

;,7... .:r accordance wit") DCD Reaulattcn 5274%0.25. Distributinc
Zateplresr ," :s imrocsen limi t1 discý.osL'r- tc, Deoartmernt C.;

De~ense and DCD conrtracto-s only. Otner reoq.ests nust ce
submittao -h1rourh channels tc the Public Aifair; 0ffice.

Z.TM PC= 4or this cff..cs is M~arjo~rie K2ocn

S... .- , CECOM. botton .Ir s 7-HE-ZOLDI ER.

En:-s .HENRV T. KEARNEY
S. EEL Form :.,12 Fhi, Pubi: -a:,i:.r',nscUp
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AMSEL-EA-PA 10 Sept 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR AMSEL-RD-AS-AR

SUBJECTe Clearance of Manuscript for Public Release, 092-126A
Title Soldiers C3

I. The attached manuscript has been cleared by this office with
the following determination:

__ .a. No further clearance Is necessary unless substantial
zhangesiadditional Information is incoronrated during future
revSI %on

... b. Clearance of the oaper for this occasion does )ot
constltute aoproval for other publications/presentations.
Reauests for future disseminatlon must be submitted through the
Public Affairs Office -or clearance.

---. c Clearance of the abstract only. Clearance of the
abstract does not constitute clearance of the completed paper
whiCh must be submitted through channels tc the Nublic Af+airs

... In Accordance with DWt Reiat~ic• 5210.25, Distribution
Stmtement "'" so imooseo l:m~tivi d•isloswe tc Deoartment of
Deier~se onc DC0 cen~ractors only. Otne- requests must be
;.,onatteo tMrcugh crannels to the Puolic A4ffirs Office.

:. Tote POI r tVie 04i:c is Mar.4or&e NLocm l

:. •EtC! Bottom Line: TIJE SOLDIER.

: ErI LYENRY T. YEARNEY

. Manuscriot
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